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Detailed Description Information theoretic quantities
Entropy as a measure of uncertainty Information theory derives from Shannon's theory of communication (Shannon, 1948; Shannon and Weaver, 1949) . Information, as we use the word technically, is associated with the resolution of uncertainty. The underpinning theoretical concept in information theory is thus the measurement of uncertainty, for which Shannon derived a quantity called entropy, by analogy to statistical mechanics. Shannon proved that the only quantity suitable for measuring the uncertainty of a discrete random variable X is:
where X can take a number of values x according to the probability distribution P(x). The constant K we take to be one. When the logarithm is taken to base 2, the resulting units of the entropy H(x) are called bits (when the natural logarithm is used the term is nats).
Entropy can be thought of as a non--parametric way to measure the variability of a distribution. Spread out distributions (with high variability) will have high entropy since all potential outcomes have similar probabilities and so the outcome of any particular draw is very uncertain. On the other hand, concentrated distributions (with low variability) will have lower entropy, since some outcomes will have high probability, allowing a reasonable guess to be made about the outcome of any particular draw. In this respect, entropy can be thought of as a generalised form of variance; unlike variance, which is a 2 nd order statistic and only meaningful for uni--modal distributions, entropy can give meaningful values for any form of distribution 1 .
As an example, consider the roll of an unbiased 6 sided die performed under a cup. With no external knowledge about the roll, an observer would believe any of the numbers are equally likely -a uniform distribution over the 6 possible faces. From equation (1), the entropy of this distribution is 2 log 6 . Now a third party peeks under the cup and tells our observer that the die is showing an even number. This knowledge reduces the uncertainty about the result of the roll, but by how much? After being told the die is showing an even number, the number of possibilities is reduced from 6 to 3, but each of the even numbers remain equally likely. The entropy of this distribution is 2 log 3. So the reduction in the observers uncertainty, measured as the difference in entropy, is 2 2 2 log 6 log 3 log 2 − = , or 1 bit. We can quantify the knowledge imparted by the statement "the result is even" as 1 bit of information. This corresponds to a reduction in uncertainty of a factor of two (from 6 to 3 possible outcomes). For this example, in both the before and after situations all the possibilities were equally likely (uniform distributions) but the methodology can be applied to any possible distribution. Note that the uniform distribution is the maximum entropy distribution over a finite set. Any other distribution would have lower entropy since it is not possible to be less uncertain about a possible outcome than when all possibilities are equally likely -there is no structure to allow any sort of informed guess. For further applications of the concept of maximum entropy see the entry on "Estimating information--theoretic quantities".
The fact that H(X) should be maximised by a uniform distribution is one of three axioms Shannon started from in order to derive the form of Eq. (1). The others are that impossible events do not contribute to the uncertainty, and that the uncertainty from a combination of independent events should be the sum of the uncertainty of the constituent events. These three conditions necessarily lead to Eq. (1), although it can be reached via many other routes as well (Chakrabarti and Chakrabarty, 2005) .
Mutual Information
The example of a die roll motivates how a difference between entropies can quantify the information conveyed about a set of possible outcomes. In the case of two discrete random variables -here we consider S, representing a set of stimuli which are presented during an experiment, and R, a set of recorded responses - this is formalised in a quantity called the mutual information. This is a quantity measuring the dependence between the two random variables and which can be defined in terms of entropies in the following three equivalent forms:
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H(R),H(S) are the individual entropies of each random variable as discussed above, H(R,S) is the joint entropy of the two variables and H(R|S), H(S|R) are conditional entropies. The conditional entropy is defined as
Where H(X|Y=y) is defined as in Eq.
(1), but with P(x) replaced by the conditional probability P(x|y). The conditional entropy H(X|Y) represents the average entropy of X when the value of Y is known.
The three forms of Eq. (2) above each illustrate a particular interpretation of the mutual information. From the first form, we can see it quantifies the average reduction in uncertainty about which stimulus was presented based on observation of a response R answering the question "if we observe R, by how much does that reduce our uncertainty about the value of S?". Equivalently, the second form shows us that it similarly answers the question "if we observe S, by how much does that reduce our uncertainty about the value of R?". As the third form shows explicitly, mutual information is symmetric in its arguments. The third form also shows that information is the difference in entropy between a model in which the two variables are independent (given by P(r)P(s) with entropy equal to H(R) + H(S)) and the true observed joint distribution, P(r,s) (with entropy H (R,S) ). This shows that for two independent variables the mutual information between them is equal to zero and illustrates that information measures how far responses and stimuli are from independence.
A common measure of difference between probability distributions is the Kullback--Leibler (KL) divergence (Kullback and Leibler, 1951) .
Note that this is not a true "distance" metric since it is not symmetric -the KL divergence between p and q is different to that between q and p. As can be seen from the third expression of Eq. (2), the mutual information is just the KL divergence between the joint distribution and the independent model formed as the product of the marginal distributions:
In the above S and R, represent discrete random variables where one is viewed as a stimulus, and the other is a recorded normal response -but these could of course be any two discrete random variables (for example, a variable representing wildtype vs a genetic manipulation, behavioural responses, or other intrinsic signals), and we will see shortly that information and entropy can be easily generalised to continuous signals.
A natural question is "does mutual information correspond to a measure of discriminability?" If by discriminability one means the measure d--prime (Green and Swets, 1966) , the answer is in general "no". However, in the specific case where we are measuring the transmission of information about one of two equi--probable stimuli (or equivalently, presence/absence of a stimulus), mutual information has such an interpretation. This can be seen by reaching for another "distance--like measure" -this time, one that is symmetric, the Jensen--Shannon (JS) Divergence, a symmetrized version of the KL Divergence (Lin, 1991; Fuglede and Topsoe, 2004) :
It can be fairly easily seen that in the case where we have only two stimuli, s 1 and s 2 , the mutual information I(R;S) can be written
Thus the mutual information can be considered to measure how far apart (how discriminable) the distributions of responses are, given the two stimuli. Note that while mutual information generalises to multiple stimuli, it is not entirely clear that the concept of discriminability does, in a useful way.
In summary, the mutual information is a measure of how strongly two variables are related, similar in spirit to correlation but with some specific advantages. Firstly, it is a completely general measure; it places no assumptions or models on the variables under consideration and is sensitive to any possible relationships, including non--linear effects and effects in high order statistics of the distributions. Second, it has meaningful units allowing direct comparison across different experiments and even with behavioural performance. Finally, it permits several nice interpretations related to its calculation as a single trial property and involving its relationship to decoding performance.
